13 different African Natural Make-up tones
SEE PERFECT SKIN NOT MAKEUP
MAKE-UP
The appearance of scars can be daunting and messy even for a confident woman/man. With our range of unisex foundation makeup products, we guarantee you great results each day you apply them. We have foundation for yellow skin tones, chocolate skin tones, brown skin tones, and nude skin tones. We got you covered!

The power of these foundations lie in the miracles of Moringa. Need we say more about Moringa oil? Well, this nutrient-rich and vitamin-dense natural ingredient needs no introduction as its benefits are widely known especially on your skin.

Moringa reduces fine lines and wrinkles to give you a perfectly flawless skin. It is rich in Vitamin C which boosts collagen, reduce wrinkles and fine lines. Thanks to the nourishing, antioxidant and antibacterial properties embedded in Moringa that makes our product one of its own and second-to-none in yielding unparalleled skin appearance. The formula of our foundation is one of its own. We have combined an assortment of powerful natural ingredients following an intense research about their benefits. Shea butter, for instance, is rich in fatty acids and vitamins too to soften your skin.
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If you have an oily skin, you can relate to the irritating shininess you experience during the course of the day. Sometimes you have makeup running off your skin during the day. All these are minor problems to our unparalleled range of unisex makeup powders.

Regardless of which skin tone you have, we've got your covered. We have, for example, a makeup powder for yellow skin tone, for brown skin tone, for chocolate skin tone and for nude skin tone. They are made with the same ingredients except minor alteration to suit a particular skin tone.

With our oil you can be smooth and beautiful without makeup running off your face thus making you look messy. We care for your beauty hence our unique formula that includes the wonders of Moringa, Vitamin E, illuminating powder, Mica powders, and Talc.

We take pride in the inclusion of Moringa as our key ingredient due to its massive benefits. It plays a huge role in nourishing and moisturizing your skin. Due to its antiaging properties, Moringa helps treat fine lines and wrinkles.

The inclusion of Vitamin E in our formula, you get to reduce scars and permanent marks. Combine the powders with foundations then you have a long lasting solution. Vitamin E is an antioxidant and it fights free radicals while also softening the skin.

This formula is one of its own. We have done ample research before bringing you this award-winning formula of makeup powders to enhance your beauty while also making foundation last longer.
MAKE-UP

Brow Liner
Have you been wondering what makes brows of your favorite Hollywood look so appetizing? Our brow liner can help you achieve similar results with eye-catching highlights. The product is multi-tasking with a lighter brow shade, deeper brow shade, arch highlighter, and edge definer.

Our brow liner gives you a cleaner and shaped brow with depth and dimension worthy of showing up. You may choose between black and dark brown.

Our formula is made of natural ingredients which are proven to not possess any side effects. The main focus is helping you make a bold statement when you walk down the street with our brow liner applied. It will leave an amazing appearance. Combine that with our makeup, primer and concealer then you have an unbeatable combo to give you the beauty you’ve always imagined.

In case you are unsure how to apply, our technicians are always helpful to help you realize the amazing results of applying this product. Zhane Botle harnesses the power of Moringa, a natural product, in all these formulas. It is a proven and active ingredient with plenty of benefits.

Primer
To realize the massive benefits from our foundation makeup, we reckon you apply Zhane Botle Primer as the base for the makeup. It lays a firm foundation for the makeup. You can even wear it on its own. Our primer can prevent shine and cure oily areas. It color corrects redness, discoloration and dullness while also making foundation makeup last longer. For those with dry skin, our primer can boost hydration of your skin. If you have large pores and uneven skin tone, you can benefit enormously from Zhane Botle Primer. It makes makeup to settle smoothly the whole day. What makes our primer more appealing and effective is yet another powerful formulation of natural ingredients: Moringa, jojoba oil, vitamin, glyceryl stearate, tocopherol, euphorbia cerifera, and coconut oil, among others. Glyceryl stearate in this formula acts as a skin conditioning agent and emulsifying agent in personal care and cosmetics products.
MAKE-UP

Concealer
With Zhane Botle Concealer, you can realize the beauty you've been looking for. Dark circles, scars and blemishes can be a pain for women/men whose desire is to look appealingly young. We've got you covered!

Made of natural ingredients, our concealer can be used with our foundation makeup to give you massive benefits for your skin treatment endeavor. This concealer gives you an additional coverage thus making makeup lasts longer while also enhancing your appearance to achieve an even skin tone.

If your eyes look tired due to age catching up with you, this concealer can do miracles for you. It refreshes tired looking eyes. It gets rid of imperfections and leave your skin elegantly smooth with a youngish look appeal.

The concealer disguise puffiness, scars and blemishes. We guarantee you great results when used properly and consistently. Many customers have expressed their satisfaction for this product especially when combined with our foundation makeup tailored for a plethora of skin tones.
SKIN CARE
African Black Soap

Africans are known for their glowing and flawless skin. Africa is the hottest continent, and the sun can be pretty harsh on the skin. Despite that, Africans are still able to maintain smooth skin that looks healthy inside out. Ever wondered how? It’s because of their nature-inspired beauty routine. 

The African Black Soap is a beauty secret that has taken the beauty world by storm. Made from natural ingredients this makes African black soap the fountain of youth of skin care. It is a step ahead of the commercial synthetic soaps. African black soap can calm down your skin – whether it is excessively dry or you have eczema and other skin allergies. It helps in clearing and soothing rashes and itching.

African black soap rich in vitamin E and other emollients exfoliates your skin gently, getting rid of all dirt and dead skin cells, preventing signs of aging. Moreover, it is hypoallergenic and does not irritate your skin. It can be used for washing your hair too. This soap has antiseptic properties that can soothe an itchy scalp. This soap is extremely gentle and helps in balancing your skin’s pH without stripping it of moisture making it suitable for all skin types.

Glycerin Soap

Growing old with fine lines and wrinkles all over is a problem that this soap can solve. It does not prevent aging but slows it. The soap comes with amazing benefits for people with sensitive skin, particularly those suffering from dry skin, acne and eczema. This soap can come to your rescue.

We used only natural ingredients that guarantee great results. Stay fresh for a long time with our wonderful glycerin soap with its low pH on the skin. It helps your skin retain its natural moisture. The anti-aging effects can be appreciated by many women who aspire to look unique and young as they reminisce their prime time beauty.

If you suffer from blemishes and fine lines, this soap is an ideal solution for that. It also helps improve your skin texture and tone.

With all soaps we recommend applying Zhane Botle Skin Wonder cream to yeild even more positive results for your skin.
Skin Wonder Cream

Every woman loves soft skin free of stretch marks, dark spots, white spots, eczema and many more skin problems. This small tub has the solution for you.

Formulated with natural ingredients, this skin wonder solution yields unparalleled results in skin treatment. It contains key ingredients such as glycerin, avocado oil, shea butter, moringa, sodium benzoate, beautyderm HP, cetiol C5, essential oils, Vitamin E, xanthan gum, almond oil, and many more.

By now you know how wonderful glycerin is in skin treatment. It improves skin health on all skin types including an oily skin. Skin problems such as acne, eczema, wrinkles, fine lines, and skin infections are not a match to this ingredient hence Zhane Botle included it in this formula.

Xanthan gum, on the other hand, comes with hydrating effects on the skin. Although it is not really an active ingredient in this formula, its skin care is remarkable with no toxic or harmful effects. This formula is made more effective with the addition of shea butter for its anti-inflammatory and healing properties. It soothes and conditions your skin. The ingredient has a high concentrations of vitamins and fatty acids.

Added to the formula is moringa with its natural vitamin C that boosts collagen to reduce wrinkles, fine lines and a sagging skin. Moringa is an active ingredient known for its antibacterial,
HAIR CARE

Hair Shampoo
If all you need is a smooth, shiny and silky hair, we’ve got you covered with our Zhane Botle Hair shampoo. Made with natural ingredients, this is an award-winning formula that is revered by many in the saloon market. We have put more efforts to ensure that your hair stay unique and stand out above the rest.

Our shampoo keeps dirt, oil, dust and pollutants away without any adverse effects. It leaves a creamy and thick hair and a healthy scalp. Combine it with our conditioner for perfect results of your hair and the scalp.

When you shampoo your hair daily, it can build residues on your hair. Included in our shampoo is plantacare ingredients known for its amazing benefits such as cleansing, foaming, and mildness and rheology control of your hair. The product has a combination of beneficial ingredients with no known side effects.

Hair Conditioner
Harness the power of natural ingredients in this Zhane Botle unique formula of hair conditioner. Our product has what it takes to prevent hair loss and promote hair growth. With a touch of moringa and shea butter, the product will strengthen your hair follicles and improve blood circulation in your scalp.

The power of coconut oil stimulates hair growth and enhances the health of your scalp. The oil gets deeper into hair follicles to strengthen them while also adding softness and shine to the strands. If you suffer from hair breakage and split ends, coconut oil will prevent that. As a result, it will help with hair length.

Moreover, our conditioner will fight dandruff and other hair-related problems. Other ingredients include cyperus esculentus root oil which also plays a role in hair growth.
Hair line Repair

Imagine the traumatic experience of having lost your hair line. Our Hair Line Repair is the perfect solution for you. Our hair line repair combines the wonders of natural ingredients. With Moringa you are rest assured that it will enhance hair growth to revive and soften damaged hair. This natural ingredient is rich in behenic acid which is attributable to the benefits the ingredient possesses.

By applying our hair line repair on the scalp, Moringa will do wonders by improving hair regrowth. You should be realizing the results in a shortest time with consistent application. Shea butter supplements the ingredients by repairing damaged hair too. Its fatty acids condition the hair and the scalp while also soothing a dry and itchy scalp.

Continuous application will prevent further hair loss. The ingredient treats hair breakage and split ends. Even more supplemental is jojoba oil with its unique properties that prevents hair breakage while also strengthening locks. Thanks to its anti-inflammatory and moisturizing properties.

Hair Grower Oil

Do you want to grow your hair with natural supplements? This Zhane Bontle Hair Grower Oil was designed for you. Made with natural ingredients such as olive oil, moringa, eucalyptus oil, tea tree, coconut oil, jojoba, almond and grapeseed, the formula guarantees amazing results in your hair growth quest.

You never go wrong with the inclusion of moringa ingredient. It improves blood circulation to the scalp thus improving its health to promote hair growth. It also prevents hair loss by strengthening the strands. For thicker strands of your hair, we included olive oil for this purpose. It is rich in antioxidants that promote scalp health while also improving blood flow to the hair follicles. What you get is a stunning and stimulated hair growth.

Eucalyptus oil also plays a role by relieving the itchiness on your scalp. It also stimulates hair follicles to grow your hair.

How can we forget the wonders of the age old shea butter with its amazing results on dry or damaged hair? It soothes a dry scalp and moisturizes hair as well.
**Anti-Itch**

With this anti-itch solution, we guarantee you a healthy scalp free of itchiness from dandruff. For a healthy hair, you need a healthy scalp, and so treating your hair with this solution yields enormous benefits. The peppermint tea tree oil was proven to be effective in relieving the greasiness and itchiness caused by dandruff on your scalp. Our formula was designed just for that!

Combine the power of peppermint tea tree oil with coconut oil then have amazing results. Coconut oil is rich in antioxidants. It also has antibacterial, antifungal, and antiviral properties to ensure that your scalp is 100% safe. Harness this powerful formula and get rid of the annoying itchiness on your scalp to improve hair growth.

That’s not all…

This formula embraces the power of Moringa. Yes, you can improve hair growth without harmful chemicals. Moringa is beneficial for your scalp and hair. It is equipped with minerals and vitamins that are attributed to these immense

**Detangler**

Naturally, African hair is notorious of being tangled and matted. This is attributed to the tightly woven structure and curly appearance which make it somehow unattractive compared to modern trends of detangled hair.

Made of natural ingredients, our de-tangler does the job perfectly for you. It prevents hair shedding and breakage. It repairs keratin while leaving the hair cuticle smoother. It also nourishes the hair to give it an appetizing appearance.

If you like combing hair or even styling it, it is likely to lose some strands. Imagine if that is done repeatedly? It means lots of hair will be lost and that’s the last thing you want to hear. Our de-tangler solves the problem for you. Made of natural ingredients, we guarantee you
FRAGRANCE
FRAGRANCE
Perfumes (for Men & Women)

Perfume is an art and a science — chemistry and style, capable of evoking memories, changing moods and completely altering sense of self. From around the world, people have always gravitated towards the sensuous smells that make us feel like our best selves. Whether you’re looking for a fun and flirty scent, something masculine and crisp, or natural and woody, you deserve to find a scent catered to your individual tastes.

Considering Zhane Botle’s perfume making, you have landed at the right place for your fragrance adventure. Here are a range of unique perfumes manufactured by Zhane Bptle, from traditional to more cutting edge, all with their own character and personality.